TV GENERAL REGULATIONS

TV PRODUCTION AND INTERNET STREAMING

REQUIREMENTS

GENERAL

All TV and Internet rights for the ISSF competitions remain the property of the ISSF.

BEFORE

- **Level 1 championships** require TV production and internet streaming in accordance with Schemes 1r-p and 1sh utilizing 12 cameras and including the provision of the signal to the EBU.

  All finals of Olympic senior events, skeet mix senior final, air rifle/pistol team and shotgun team senior finals should have both TV and Internet streaming coverage.

  The TV commentator will require approval by the ISSF.

  All other events should have Internet streaming coverage.

  The TV crew proposed for the production are to be approved by the ISSF no later than 5 months before the competition. After approval they gain the title of the Host Broadcaster (HB).

  The schedule of preparations for the TV production, including training productions, will be provided by the HB to the ISSF for approval and coordination no later than 3 months before the competitions.

  The schedule of broadcasting and streaming of finals should be presented by the HB to the ISSF no later than 2 months before the competitions.

  All technical coordination with EBU and signal takers will be done by the Host broadcaster after the schedule is approved and the ISSF informs about necessary bookings with EBU.

- It is highly desirable for the **Level 2 championships** to have TV production, with uploading of the signal to EBU. Internet streaming is also required. Schemes 2r-p and 2sh are applied for the camera positioning.

  TV/Internet commentators are to be approved by the ISSF.

  The TV crew proposed for the production are to be approved by the ISSF no later than 5 months before the competitions. After approval they will get the title of Host Broadcaster (HB).

  The schedule of preparations for the TV production including training productions should be provided by the HB to the ISSF for approval and coordination no later than 3 months before the competitions.

  Schedules of broadcasting and streaming of finals should be presented by the HB to the ISSF no later than 2 months before the competitions.

  All technical coordination with EBU and signal takers will be done by the Host broadcaster after the schedule is approved and the ISSF informs about necessary bookings with EBU.

- For **Level 3 competitions** the requirements for TV and internet streaming will be determined by the ISSF and host federation. High speed internet service is required. Schemes 3r-p and 3sh are applied to the camera positioning.
Production crew should be submitted to the ISSF for approval no later than 3 months before the competitions.

The streaming schedule should be provided to the ISSF for approval no later than 1 month before the competitions.

**DURING**

- coordination with EBU and the ISSF media officer to provide and guarantee reliable TV signal and Internet streaming

*By Internet streaming we mean streaming to the ISSF Internet resources – web site, YouTube, Facebook.*